Solar 101

A BEGINNER'S GUIDE

WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW BEFORE TRANSITIONING TO SOLAR ENERGY

Making the
switch to solar
is a big
decision.
Solar4America is
here to help.

WHO WE ARE
We are a one-stop shop company for Solar,
Roofs, Battery and EV chargers.
Whether it is solar panels, battery backups, or
roof tiles, we only carry and install the highestquality products available to our customers.

If you pay an electric bill...
Would you rather pay it every
month as-is, or invest in
something that gives you a
return on your investment?

It’s just that simple.

In The Following Pages
You’ll Learn -

Top 5 Reasons To Go Solar
We are going to be discussing the Top 5 Reasons to switch to solar.
This includes the top features and benefits of going solar. Not only
does the switch help the environment, but it also helps you.

Some people may feel overwhelmed when considering the switch
to solar power. It is a big decision, yet a great investment. Here we
will help you prepare for the process.

Most Frequently Asked Questions
(ANSWERED)
There are many questions people have about solar. It is important to
understand how solar works before deciding. We will answer
frequently asked questions in this section, so everyone is one the
same page.
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What To Know Before Switching
To Solar

Top 5 Reasons To
Switch To Solar

Top 5 Reasons To
Switch To Solar

1

Reduce energy bills
By using solar and selling back unused energy, there is a great reduction
in monthly costs for your household. This means there is a great reduction
in your monthly expenses.
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2

Top 5 Reasons To
Switch To Solar

Make money from your solar
system
There can be times where your solar system can produce more
energy than you need. In this case, you can sell energy back to the
utility company. This is referred to as net metering. It is available to
over 40 states in the U.S! There are tax benefits to those who use
certain federal, state and/or local incentives

3

Increase the value of your home
Properties that contain solar panels have a greater chance of
increasing the asking price for the home. Why not boost the value of
your home with solar panels? Many people are willing to pay a higher
asking price if the home has a renewable and cost saving solar
system.
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solar power. Depending on the state you live in, you may qualify for

Top 5 Reasons To
Switch To Solar

4

Minimize your carbon footprint
Solar energy does not release any greenhouse emissions. Unlike fossil
fuels, which create a lot of air and water pollution on a regular basis.
Unfortunately, there is a lot of pollution in our world. By making steps
home for a long time. Every bit of effort makes a huge difference.
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together for a brighter future, we will have a beautiful place to call

Top 5 Reasons To
Switch To Solar

5

Provides energy independence
If you have a solar system and an energy storage system (battery),
crucial parts of your home can stay powered even when there are
power outages from natural disasters or maintenance. It can protect
consistently rising over time and can be unpredictable. By having
your own solar system, you are in control and will have a more
predictable cost every month.
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you from climbing energy prices. Residential energy costs have been

What To Know Before
Making The Switch

What To Know Before
Switching To Solar

saving, however it is always important to do your
homework and make sure it is the right decision
for you. By talking to a solar expert or conducting
solar research, you will be on your way to
renewable energy savings in no time.
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We know switching to solar is exciting and cost

1

Determine If You Are
Eligible For Solar

Do You Own Your House?
If so, you have checked a huge box for solar eligibility.

2

The other factors that affect your solar power savings are your home’s
location, your electricity usage and costs, and any other incentives that
are offered in your area.

3

Have A Specialist Evaluate Your Home
It is also a good idea to have a specialist evaluate your home’s roof,
shaded areas, and the direction of your home to help you choose the
right options for your solar installation.
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Check The Factors That Affect
Your Solar Power Savings

1

Understand The
Costs Of Going Solar

Roof Size And Orientation
The larger the roof size, the more panels can be installed. If most of the
space on your roof is facing south, then more panels may not be
needed to absorb the sunlight throughout the day. If your roof is facing
another direction, there are other options to ensure you are receiving
an adequate amount of sunlight to meet your energy needs.

There are a few specific factors that can

2

Shade
Shade can also impact the costs of going solar. Solar panels are going to
absorb the most sunlight if they are not heavily blocked by the shade. If
your house is surrounded by trees, then more solar panels may be needed.

3

Energy Consumption
If your household uses a lot of energy on a regular basis, more panels
may be needed to match your current energy needs.
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impact the cost of your solar installation.

Final Steps
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Here are some of the
final steps needed

1

Complete Permit Requirements
The permits needed are regulated by AHJ (Authority Having
Jurisdiction). Any home improvements are required to have approval
from them. A trusted advisor can help you through the process.

Get Approval From Your
Utility Company
After your home inspections are completed, the utility company
will connect your solar system to the grid after approval, this is
known as PTO or Permission to Operate. This will allow you to
participate in net metering, and your home will be ready to use
renewable energy!
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2

What To Look For In
A Solar Company

Here are some things to consider.
Do your research and ask a lot of questions.

§ Do they have great customer reviews?

§ Are they roofing professionals?
§ Have they been in business for over 10 years?
§ Do they have in-house installers?
§ Do they have warranties?
§ Do they have all their electrical licenses?
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§ Do they have a proven reputation in the industry?

What To Expect In
A Solar Installation
Process

Contract Signing
Permit And HOA Approvals
30 – 45 days

Install
1 – 2 days

Inspections And PTO
4 – 6 weeks

Monitoring
1 – 2 weeks

Final Documents
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Scheduling

Frequently Asked
Questions

How Many Solar Panels Do I Need?

FAQ

It depends on how much money you want to save and other housing
factors. To reduce your monthly electricity bill, more solar panels may be
needed to achieve this goal.

Are Solar Panels Worth It?
There are great reasons to invest in solar energy
§ Helps improve the environment
§ Enjoy your financial independence from utility companies

Will a Solar Install Damage My Roof?
If your solar panels are installed by a licensed professional, there should not
be any damage to your roof. It is also important to ensure that your roof is in
good condition before final installation.

Should I add Energy Storage (Battery)?
Reasons you’ll need a solar battery
§ It can keep you powered during the night
§ You will have more control of your home energy usage
§ It will help ensure energy protection from outages during blackouts and
natural disasters.
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§ Save thousands of dollars on your electric bill each year

Solar is
Worth It!

Many people are enjoying the lifestyle upgrade to solar. Solar sales have increased. The switch
to solar increases the value of your home and helps reduce energy bill costs. The future of
energy is solar energy.
The solar industry has been providing more U.S job opportunities than the fossil fuel industry.
Solar energy is the ultimate source of energy. The future of energy sources is heading towards
renewable solar energy because it is everlasting, dependable, and cost effective.

“The use of solar energy has not been opened up
because the oil industry does not own the sun.”
– RALPH NADER

Install solar and get a return
on your investment!
Call or email us and make the switch today, it’s worth it.

888-575-1940
www.solar4america.com
6950 Preston Ave., Livermore, CA 94551

